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Attracting
Early-Stage
Social Investment
The Big Venture Challenge offers a rare opportunity to understand
the motivations of new investors in social ventures and the
issues faced by ambitious social entrepreneurs, by tracking
co-investment deals in real time. Its practical approach lends itself
to experimentation and learning, through which UnLtd hopes to
uncover the key drivers of, and barriers to, the scaling-up process.

RESEARCH FINDINGS SERIES

Executive Summary
The UK social investment market has recently seen major developments, yet
towards the end of 2012 it remains relatively nascent. There is still a clear gap
in the supply of high-risk capital in the £50,000 - £100,000 range to support
ambitious and innovative social ventures through the early growth phase. Growth
capital at this stage could feasibly come in the form of philanthropic donations,
blended return investments or angel investment, but none of these are currently
prevalent in the UK market.
Launched in September 2011, UnLtd’s Big
Venture Challenge (BVC), supported by
the Big Lottery Fund, is an experimental
programme designed to address this
issue and help 25 high-potential social
entrepreneurs to scale up their social
ventures rapidly. The programme offers
grants and three years of non-financial
support as well as match-funding to
draw in external investment. Formative
findings indicate that investors see
equity investment as particularly
appropriate for this stage in a venture’s
journey and that angel investorsi are
attracted to the BVC programme’s offer.
Within the first year, twelve investment
deals had already been secured, totalling
almost £1.2 million, using £570,000 of
BVC match-funding. Sixty-seven per
cent of this external investment was in
the form of high-risk equity finance. Two
thirds of the investment came from a
total of 12 angel investors who had never
made social investments before.
This paper principally focuses on the
motivations and preferences of these
pioneer social angel investors, making
recommendations on ways to attract
more deals of this kind to the market in
order to support social ventures to scale
their social impact. The paper draws
on in-depth interviews with angel and
institutional investors, as well as some of

the social entrepreneurs involved with
BVC.
Key findings
The research suggests that angel
investors were motivated to invest in the
BVC social ventures by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The expectation of a financial return
A strong business proposition
An impressive social entrepreneur
A financially literate team
An offer of an equity stake
Risk mitigation (as offered through
the Big Venture Challenge)

Most of the angel investors had not
come across social ventures before and
yet they did not think social ventures
were riskier than the commercial
companies in their investment portfolio.
The majority did not invest primarily
for social impact, although they saw it
as an added ‘advantage’. Instead, the
decision was motivated largely by the
expectation of a financial return and the
angel investors saw these social ventures
as offering a viable business proposition.
Although the BVC social ventures were
all at an early stage, investors were
willing to get involved because the BVC
programme helped to mitigate the risk
in three main ways:
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A. The filter – 638 applications from ambitious
social entrepreneurs were filtered to select the
cohort of 25 social entrepreneurs who went on to
seek investment. Several investors said that the
‘stamp of approval’ provided through the filter
and selection process gave them the confidence
they needed to invest.
B. The match-funding – this helped capitalise
the social ventures during the early growth
phase, de-risked the deal for the investors and
motivated several angels to invest in businesses
that they would normally deem too early-stage.

•

Mitigate risk for pioneer investors
Programmes looking to attract ‘early-adopter’
investors to early-stage social ventures need to
focus on measures and incentives to mitigate the
risk involved in these deals. Match-funding in the
form of repayable grants or first-loss loans could
prove a sustainable solution whilst reducing
the possible distortive effect of pure grants.
Agencies should note the value of non-financial
support and the ‘stamp of approval’ of an
experienced body in mitigating early-stage risk.

•

Apply tax breaks to social ventures
Tax breaks are a critical factor for most angel
investors and these could be better exploited
to help social entrepreneurs raise equity
investment. It would be helpful to consider how
tax incentives could be used to favour social
investments over standard commercial deals,
as well as how existing tax breaks could be
extended to investment in social ventures which
are unable to offer equity.

•

Preserve social mission post-investment
Future initiatives should facilitate greater
understanding between social entrepreneurs and
investors, and provide mechanisms to ensure
the social purpose of the organisation is not
compromised by commercial investment. This
may include advice on structuring companies to
‘lock in’ their social mission or guidance to angels
on their own social due diligence.

C. The support – the cohort of social
entrepreneurs was supported intensively by the
BVC team to develop their growth strategies.
Investors welcomed this non-financial support as
an essential element in de-risking the ventures.
Recommendations
If the social venture sector can offer competitive
investment opportunities to mainstream angel
investors, this source of early-stage investment in
innovation could become more readily available to
social ventures. When working to make this happen,
UnLtd and other social investment intermediaries
should take account of the following themes
emerging from the research:
•

Adopt a commercial approach
Using mainstream investment networks and
leading with commercial language and financial
information will aid communication with the first
wave of angel investors. Forums for presenting
the merits of social investment and social
investment opportunities include networking
events attended by high-net-worth individuals or
mainstream investor evenings.

The Big Venture Challenge offers a rare opportunity
to understand the motivations of new investors in
social ventures and the issues faced by ambitious
social entrepreneurs, by tracking co-investment
deals in real time. Its practical approach lends itself
to experimentation and learning, through which
UnLtd hopes to uncover the key drivers of, and
barriers to, the scaling-up process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The UK social investment market has recently seen major developments.
Big Society Capital, which launched in April 2012, predicts that demand for
social investment will grow to £1 billion by 2016, creating ‘a continued need
for strong, positive action from donors, commissioners, investors, and market
intermediaries’ii. Yet towards the end of 2012 the scale of social investment
in the UK remains relatively small. In 2010, an estimated £190m was invested
in social ventures, compared with over £13bn of individual giving and £55bn
of small business lendingiii. Less than £50m of this £190m is thought to be
growth capital investmentiv and only 2 per cent was in the form of high-risk
equityv. As the majority of start-up organisations lack assets on which to
secure loan finance, growth capital – which is not asset backed – is essential
if ambitious social ventures are to navigate the early growth phase in order to
deliver impact at scale. Indeed, findings from research in the sectorvi indicate
that the greatest demand for social investment lies in the region of £10,000 £100,000, yet institutional investors often find it difficult to provide high-risk
finance at this level.
Venture philanthropy, blended return and angel investments all offer
alternative forms of attracting this level of growth capital into the sector,
yet none of these approaches are currently prevalent in the UK market.
Furthermore, many potential investors remain cautious – or even unaware - of
social investment opportunities and a lack of evidenced exits from such deals.
Equally, some social entrepreneurs are nervous about equity deals, again
potentially because of a lack of prior examples. Most social investment deals
to date have been bespoke and relatively small, resulting in high transaction
costs that may further discourage angel investors and others from entering
this spacevii.
These combined factors raise genuine concerns about the future supply of
high-risk, early-stage capital in the UK and the implications of this for the
wider sectorviii.
UnLtd believes that if this gap in the social investment market is not filled,
there will continue to be an insufficient pipeline of viable social ventures that
have raised a seed round and are ready for the later stage finance currently
being offered by Big Society Capital and others. As a result, both the existing
interest in social investment and more importantly, the innovation and talent
needed to improve the economic and social fabric of the UK, could be lost.
Any sector which has no route for innovative new entrants to bring in better
ways of working, risks long-term stagnation and decline.
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programme (which offered tailored business support
around growth and investment-raising but without
match-funding or a cohort approach) was unable to
attract any angel investors to the sector over a two
year period.

1.1.

Will Akerman and MyKindaCrowd secured
£200,000 equity from an institutional investor

The Big Venture Challenge (BVC) was designed to
address this gap. After a rigorous selection process,
twenty five ambitious social entrepreneurs were
selected for the programme and awarded an initial
grant of £25,000. They also received intensive
investment-readiness support from the BVC team,
and had the opportunity to apply for an additional
grant of between £50,000 and £150,000, if matched
by loan or equity co-investment of equal or greater
amount. This was intended to incentivise external
investors to provide additional growth capital. As
the programme developed it has emerged that angel
investors seem most readily attracted to this offer,
having been responsible for over two-thirds of the
money invested so far.
The programme was launched in September 2011. In
the first year, twelve investment deals had already
been closed, using £570K of BVC match grant to
leverage almost £1.2 million in external investment.
Sixty-seven per cent of this co-investment was highrisk equity. The programme has been successful in
attracting new investors - 67 per cent of this coinvestment was from angels who had not invested
in social ventures before. This is quite different to
UnLtd’s experience before the Big Venture Challenge:
the previous ‘UnLtd Advantage’ investment readiness

Research aims

If the social venture sector is to attract early-stage
growth capital, it is essential to understand the
factors driving investment decisions. Most existing
research on social investor perspectives has focused
on institutional investors, with less known about angel
investors. This Findings Paper therefore aims to add
to the social investment sector’s understanding of
angel investors’ motivations. Key research questions
include:
•
•
•

What motivated investors to invest?
What is the nature of the investment relationship?
Does an experience of social investment
encourage angel investors to get more involved in
future?

1.2.

Research methodology

We conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews
with six angel investors and two institutional
social investors who had committed capital to
BVC ventures. We also interviewed 14 of the social
entrepreneurs participating in the Big Venture
Challenge. Six of these social ventures had secured
or were negotiating investment at the time of
interviewing, whilst the others were still seeking
investment. Some investors took part in two separate
interviews to contribute more detailed insights.
As our sample is small and not randomly selected,
we cannot say that findings are representative of
investors and social entrepreneurs more generally.
However, this sample has enabled a detailed analysis
of individual relationships and perspectives, which,
we hope, provides valuable insights for the sector.
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2.	THE BIG VENTURE CHALLENGE DEALS
2.1.

Background to BVC
social ventures

2.2.

The social entrepreneurs selected to take
part in the Big Venture Challenge come
from a range of backgrounds. Most have
either direct experience of the social
issue their venture addresses, or, more
commonly, a professional background
and existing networks in their chosen
industryix.
BVC social ventures generally work in
three main areas – addressing issues
faced by young people, tackling longterm unemployment, and working in
health and social care. Because of the
people-centred approaches that these
social entrepreneurs take, however, their
social impact is likely to go beyond these
three areas. Each operates at different
scales in terms of the number of people
they reach and the depth of their impact
on individuals.
At the beginning of the Big Venture
Challenge in September 2011, just over
half of the supported ventures (52 per
cent) had been operating for three years
or more, while the remainder were more
recent start-ups. All were registered as
either Companies Limited by Guarantee
(44 per cent) or Companies Limited by
Shares (56 per cent). All were already
trading and on average, these ventures
generated just over 70 per cent of their
income from sales. Median average
turnover in the 2010/11 financial year
was £295,000, although there was
considerable variation between these
ventures. Not all had been in profit in
2010/11.

The deals

UnLtd hoped to attract investors to
the social finance market through a
combination of match-funding and other
support to capitalise social ventures
and de-risk investment propositions.
However, the social entrepreneurs were
encouraged to approach and negotiate
with investors themselves. The BVC team
did not source any of the investors.
By October 2012, twelve investment and
co-investment deals had been made
through the Big Venture Challengex. In
total, 17 investors have made investments
to date – this includes 12 individual angel
investors new to social investmentxi, one
corporate firm and four institutional
investors (one of which invested in two
BVC social ventures).

2.3.

Investors’ background

None of the angel investors involved in
the Big Venture Challenge by October
2012 had made social investments
before, and those involved in the
research stated that they had not
had the opportunity to do so. They
also did not intentionally seek social
investment in this instance. As such, the
findings in this paper largely present
the perspectives of individuals who had
not engaged with social ventures before
and whose awareness about social
investment may have been influenced by
the intervention of BVC.
In contrast, the three institutional
investors had previously financed social
ventures. As investors in BVC social
ventures, two of these institutions were
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Venture

Type of Investment

Type of Investor

New to the sector?

B4box

£50,000 equity

Angel

New

Beyond Youth

£50,000 institutional

Institutional social

Existing social

“Venture A”

loan

investor

investor

£50,000 loan

Institutional social

Existing social

investor

investor

Institutional social

Existing social

investor

investor

Corporate

New

“Venture B”

£150,000 loan

Insane Logic

£40,000 equity

MyKindaCrowd

£200,000 equity

Institutional investor

New

Patient Choice

£50,000 angel loan

Angel

New

Patients Know

£53,091 equity

3 Angels

New

One investor summed up this openness,
commenting that:

“I expect the investment to be used for the
greater good of the business and to add
value... I am happy for capital to be spent
on intangible things – it doesn’t all have to
be tangible.” Angel investor

2.5.

How did investors hear
about the opportunity?

Best
Reds 10

£150,000 equity

Angel

New

Spacehive

£162,000 equity

3 Angels

New

Squease

£125,000 equity

3 Angels

New

The SWEET

£50,000 institutional

Institutional social

Existing social

Project

loan

investor

investor

TOTAL

£1,160,091

interviewed to get their views on the Big Venture Challenge
model and on social investment generally. Their views therefore
provide complementary evidence, and are drawn in at various
points throughout this paper. The bulk of evidence presented in
this paper, however, comes from interviews with angel investors.

2.4.

Intended purpose of the investment

All investors were open about how their investment should be
used. The most common expectation was that the funds would
be invested in infrastructure development to facilitate growth,
yet investors were happy for their investment to be used for
paying employees, training or marketing – areas highlighted
as vital for business development yet often underestimated in
terms of cost. Several also saw their investment as smoothing
cash flow between contracts.
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Few of the angel investors interviewed
used formal routes or professional
bodies to source investment
opportunities. They discovered the
opportunity to invest in the BVC social
ventures through networking events,
fellow investors and family and friends.
They preferred sourcing investment
opportunities through a small number
of trusted personal connections.

“You network, you talk, you belong to a
few communities and they [investment
opportunities] pop up.” Angel investor
Findings clearly suggest that neither
social investment opportunities nor
the concept of social investment are
being explicitly communicated to angel
investors. One angel investor even
commented that:

“This interview is making me think more
about this as a social investment – but
I haven’t looked into this before or seen
others being involved. I wouldn’t know
where to go or where to start even if I
wanted to.” Angel investor

3. WHY DID INVESTORS INVEST?
Throughout interviews, angel investors expressed clear preferences in what
they looked for when deciding whether or not to invest in a business. Overall
the main motivations for investment were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The expectation of a financial return
A strong business proposition
An impressive entrepreneur
A financially literate team
An offer of an equity stake
Risk mitigation through Big Venture Challenge

3.1.

Financial return

For most commercial investors,
financial return is the primary
consideration. Recent research by
NESTA suggests that high-net-worth
individuals aim to meet specific
financial goals, such as paying for
their children’s education, through
their investmentsxii. However, the
ventures supported by the Big
Venture Challenge were specifically
selected for their potential to create
social impact in disadvantaged
communities across England. The
programme requires that social
ventures measure their social impact,
and applicants to the programme
were rejected if their social impact
was unclear or limited. So did this
social impact figure in the investors’
motivations?
Our research found that for
institutional social investors, evidence
of social impact was indeed important
to their decision to invest. In contrast,
the social impact of the investment
was not a key motivation for the
majority of angel investors involved
with the programme. The social

element of the investment made
the deal more appealing, but angel
investors largely regarded social
return as some kind of positive
externality rather than something
to be considered in the investment
decision. This is perhaps unsurprising
given that these investors had not
backed social ventures before.
However, it may also reflect the way
in which social entrepreneurs pitched
their propositions, which may have
emphasised the financial merits of
their venture in order to address
investors on their own terms.
In general, angels assessed the
opportunity to invest in the BVC
social ventures in the same way
as purely commercial investments.
These angel investors stressed
that their primary interest was in
achieving a financial return in the
range they would expect from any
other investment. Most expected
a return in the region of 2-3 times
the investment over a 3-5 year
horizon. While the two institutional
investors interviewed already had an
established interest in social return,
only two angels stated they were
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willing to accept any form of blended returns within
their current investment.

“From our point of view, the social space is very interesting,
the social space is very important, but as a fund we have
got to see a [financial] return.” Angel investor
“It is not an investment if there’s not a financial return.
There can be a ‘feel good factor’ [from social returns] and
the social side is an advantage, but I need to be convinced
of the commercial edge.” Angel investor
Social impact measurement was therefore not
required by the majority of angel investors. Instead,
these investors focused on measuring the financial
viability of the business. This contrasts with the
calls made in existing literature for a consensus on
measurement standards due to the rigorous impact
assessments often required of social and voluntary
organisationsxiii. This did not mean, though, that
social impact was completely invisible. For example,
one angel investor stated that detailed social
impact measurement was unnecessary because “the
social impact is just plain obvious; that person is
employed, they have self esteem, their family has an
income, they have an income, they are no longer on
unemployment benefit, they are much less likely to
reoffend...”.
Social impact measurement is still important if
ventures are to convince investors to accept blended
returns or attract investment from established social
investors. This is stressed by those investors whose
interest in social issues informed their investment
decision, which included two angel investors
alongside the institutional investors. This, however,
is not the case for all investors. As long as financial
return is realised, all six of the angel investors
interviewed were willing to invest in social ventures
whilst not requiring any resources to be spent on
measuring social impact. This is in great contrast
to bodies such as charitable foundations, including

Tom Storey of REDS10 secured £150,000 of equity
investment from an angel investor

UnLtd, which often set the bar much higher for social
impact measurement.
Another report by NESTA et alxiv proposes a
distinction between different types of investment:
‘financial investment’, ‘philanthropy’ and ‘social
investment’. The emergence of the social investment
‘pot’, it is argued, will see social investment assessed
against its own criteria, separate from mainstream
financial investment, where the primary aim is to
seek the highest financial return. Social impact
measurement will play a central role in this. Until
this distinction emerges, the NESTA report suggests
that social investments offering blended returns will
struggle to compete within the financial investment
pot.
The interviews also gave an insight into how investors
‘categorised’ their investment in BVC social ventures.
The majority of angel investors did not distinguish
the investments made in social ventures from others
in their portfolio and some did not explicitly class
this activity as ‘social investment’ at all. Interestingly,
however, some angel investors felt that their
investment was doing some good. For example,
despite expecting financial returns, one investor
felt that he had still ‘given something back’ as the
business he invested in helps people.
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3.2.

A strong business proposition

All investors highlighted the following key characteristics as essential in any
investable business:
A business proposition that is:
• believable and clearly defined
• in the investor’s sector of expertise (e.g. technology)
• optimistic, but not overly so. Investors stressed that over-optimism presents the
entrepreneur as disengaged from the reality of the business
Financial information that is:
• presented clearly and simply, with an entrepreneur who can discuss the figures
in-depth and with credibility when questioned
• accurate and well researched – angel investors felt that one of the most revealing
aspects of a financial plan is how convincing cost estimates are
A clearly defined and well researched market opportunity that:
• meets an unmet need
• adds something new to the investor’s portfolio
• shows that the entrepreneur knows the market well
• has a legal structure that enables equity investment (for the majority of angels)
• has a demonstrable capacity to scale
Demonstrable expertise, including:
• a strong board and management team covering a wide skill set
• sound financial management ability from either the entrepreneur or through the
recruiting of a competent finance director
• a team that is willing to be honest, admit mistakes and ensure transparency
In some cases, investors were willing initially to overlook weaknesses in some of
the areas above. In several instances, for example, investors discussed the need
to strengthen the Board of Directors of the businesses they invested in. Overly
optimistic financial projections were also overlooked in some cases, as sufficient
financial information had been presented well enough for investors to revise
estimates where they saw fit.
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3.3.

An impressive social entrepreneur

3.4.

When asked why the investment was finally made, the
majority of investors began by stating how impressed
they were by the entrepreneur.

“You are really looking at the person and the concept and
they have got to be equally compelling – if the concept is
right but the person isn’t then it is very difficult to invest.”
Angel investor

“What drew us first and foremost was actually [the
entrepreneur] rather than the sector or the actual
business.” Angel investor
Investors explained that they looked for social
entrepreneurs who:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

were motivated, ambitious and determined to see
the business succeed
were confident in presenting the business in a
clear and appealing manner
demonstrated belief in their model and were
passionate about their organisation’s vision
had a detailed understanding of the technology or
process that their venture revolved around
were charismatic and personable – investors
wanted to enjoy working with them
had strong opinions about the right direction for
the business, but were willing to listen and take
direction
had commercial understanding and a strategic
outlook
could communicate effectively with a variety of
stakeholders, from politicians to contractors
had good connections
could demonstrate that a great deal of time had
been dedicated to developing and proving the
concept

A financially literate team

A potential challenge in the social investment
space is the mismatch between investor and social
entrepreneurs in terms of financial literacy and
commercial understanding. Most of the investors we
interviewed, however, were impressed by investees’
financial literacy. Several investors noted the high
standard of entrepreneurs’ financial projections and
commercial literacy, and said this encouraged them to
invest.
Other social entrepreneurs, especially those from a
charity background, did not use the same financial
language and admitted their weaknesses in this area.
However, they compensated for these by being willing
to strengthen internal expertise and to develop
personally. Investors were impressed by the calibre of
those that had been recruited to direct finances, for
example, as well as the willingness of entrepreneurs
to take direction.

“Being financially naive is a fixable problem. It needs to be
addressed, but I am willing to invest in people to see them
develop.” Angel investor
Social entrepreneurs who had already been successful
in securing investment tended to be concise and
articulate in the way they presented their business,
the challenges they faced and their successes. Their
business plan guided their explanations and a clear
focus ran throughout their interviews, which had
evidently aided their success in gaining investment.
Social entrepreneurs who were yet to secure
investment generally came across less confident
about the financial side of the business and presented
their ideas in a less structured way.

“Even though I’m not fully fluent in ‘investment speak’ or
‘bank speak’, now I certainly understand what’s being said
to me and I’m beginning to be able to converse back a little
bit in their language.” BVC social entrepreneur
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3.5.

An offer of an equity
stake

Angel investors generally expressed a
strong preference for equity, with several
suggesting they would not consider
offering loan finance. The angel investors
interviewed saw equity investment as
more appropriate than loans for the
development of these ventures. This is
despite loans being generally less risky
for investors. The investors interviewed
cited two main reasons for this
preference:
•

equity has no payback schedule
and dividends are only paid if the
company has distributable profits.
Therefore returns are recovered over
a longer period, ensuring money is
not taken out of a venture during the
growth stage (as would be the case
with loan repayments)

•

equity implies ownership. This
usually enables investors to get more
involved in business development as
non-executive directors, improving
their confidence in the success of a
venture and its ability to produce a
return on their investments

The majority of BVC ventures are in a
position to offer equity, with 14 listed as
Companies Limited by Shares. Eight of
these secured investment in the first 12
months of the programme. These social
entrepreneurs were amongst the most
comfortable presenting their business
from a financial perspective and also
with the concept of sharing ownership of
their company with others.

Two of the ventures that secured equity
investment were also able to offer tax
relief to their investors through the
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS).
While this research on what motivated
investors didn’t ask specifically about
tax, one angel investor volunteered
that for early-stage ventures, “EIS is
really important for investment ... it is
an important safety net.” This investor
indicated that he would consider
investing up to £100,000 in a similar
early-stage venture in the future, but
only in the context of EIS.
Additional research is required to
establish the prevalence of this attitude
among investors, as such tax relief
schemes could offer useful opportunities
for social entrepreneurs seeking equity
investment. It is also important to
acknowledge that such schemes are
not accessible to all social ventures
(such as those unable to release shares),
reinforcing the need for alternatives
if social ventures are to compete with
conventional enterprises for finance.
Those social entrepreneurs registered as
Companies Limited by Guarantee could
only seek debt investment. Despite a
more developed landscape for social
ventures seeking loan finance, only
four of these 11 social ventures secured
finance in the same 12 month period. The
impact of this on the growth process
also requires additional research, as
unlike equity, debt finance must be
repaid during the early growth stage,
even if the venture is not yet profitable.
Some entrepreneurs with Companies
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Limited by Shares still showed a reluctance to offer
equity investment. These entrepreneurs commented
they would only be prepared to do so in the context
of the Big Venture Challenge, because of its offer of
match-funding. A common concern was that they
would lose a degree of control in – and ownership of
– their business, potentially to someone who did not
appreciate their social mission.

“The non-social investor – they’re not always going to be
aligned with the mission of the company. So you want to
delay taking money from them, or even avoid it. If you’re
able to de-risk the company so that banks will lend you
money then that’s great because you keep the company
owned by people who believe in the mission...”

investment would have been lower and would have
come at a later stage.
The Big Venture Challenge provided three key
elements designed to reduce the risk associated with
social ventures and attract new investors into the
social finance market:
•

The filter – UnLtd filtered 638 applications to
select a cohort of the highest potential social
entrepreneurs. This focus on talent was welcomed
by investors

•

The match-funding – this created an attractive
opportunity for investors to dip their toes in the
social investment sector for the first time and
increase the impact of their money

•

The support – the cohort of social entrepreneurs
is being supported intensively by the BVC team of
advisors, mentors and pro-bono support providers
to develop their growth strategies. This nonfinancial, wrap around support also de-risked the
ventures for investors

BVC social entrepreneur

3.6.

The role of the Big Venture Challenge
in mitigating risk

Investors look for an acceptable balance between
risk and return. None of the angel investors we
interviewed deemed their BVC investments to be
riskier because they were social investments, despite
never having invested in the social space before.
Investors stressed that the risk came almost entirely
from the fact that businesses were early-stage
and were being run by unproven teams. This is no
different from the other early-stage (commercial)
businesses in their portfolios.

“This is an early-stage venture so it’s risky. There is risk
about the concept and business, there’s a systems risk.
There are also risks with the team, the market and further
funding. So I wasn’t prepared to put my money in without
them having sufficient funds to survive.” Angel investor

All investors stressed the considerable role that
BVC played in mitigating the risk that would have
otherwise made them reluctant to invest in the social
ventures. Those who would have still considered
investing in the absence of BVC suggested their

The research showed that the match-funding was
attractive for investors, as it provided an extra
injection of high-risk capital, increasing the ability of
these cash-strapped ventures to grow in the shorter
term. This approach has been used by several social
venture support intermediaries, although it has
seldom been used in the UKxv.
The match-funding approach should be seen in
the context of a broader debate in the sector
about investment vehicles that combine grants
and investment finance. A 2011 report published
by the Young Foundationxvi suggests that grants
can artificially inflate returns and create unrealistic
expectations of social investment. This could damage
the potential for pitching deals outside of this artificial
environment, once investors’ expectations have been
raised. The report also suggested that rather than
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creating any real additional value, the
grants may simply be passed through
to the investor in the form of a higher
return.
UnLtd is conscious of these concerns
and sees Big Venture Challenge as
an opportunity to test the impact of
using grants to leverage co-investment.
Looking ahead, further research will
assess the long-term implications. In this
paper, our analysis focuses on investors’
attitudes to the grant. Our research
found that without the match-funding,
many investors would have viewed the
ventures as too early-stage. Indeed,
some social ventures that were not
successful in winning match-funding
from the Big Venture Challenge saw
interested investors withdraw.
On the basis of our research, there is
no evidence that investors anticipated
that the BVC match finance should
artificially inflate their future returnsxvii.
The investors we interviewed anticipated
long-term returns, and saw the match
grants as a way to capitalise the earlystage ventures.
Furthermore, feedback from investors
suggests the match-funding may have
been equally effective in attracting
investors even if it had not been a pure
grant. Most investors stated that they
would have still invested if the grant
was repayable or took another form
of first-loss finance, provided that the
additional non-financial support was still
provided. Angel investors were open to
the idea of the BVC match-funding being
structured as first-loss loan or repayable
grant, for example, should this involve

a low interest rate and a flexible and
patient repayment period (five years was
suggested as reasonable). One investor
highlighted that affordable, unsecured
loan finance or similarly high-risk capital,
whilst not as attractive as a grant, would
still be incredibly useful, as early-stage
businesses struggle to access this type
of finance in the present climate.
Nevertheless, several investors also
stressed that the most valuable risk
mitigation came through the filtering
due diligence and ‘stamp of approval’
provided by UnLtd rather than the
financial element of BVC.

“I think this made a big difference...it’s added
a level of insurance – the fact that he [the
entrepreneur] has already been vetted to
some extent was important.”
Institutional social investor

Another attraction of investing through
the programme was the mentoring
and support that UnLtd and pro-bono
partners offered social ventures. The
knowledge that another party was
on board, with resources to support
the entrepreneur, increased investors’
confidence.

“It is the package of non-financial support
that made the investment so attractive to
us...that is a really essential part of the mix.”
Institutional social investor

None of the angel investors were
sourced by the BVC team – they were
all sourced by the social entrepreneurs
themselves. The BVC programme gave
them the confidence and opportunity
to approach investors for the first time,
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Emma Morris of Beyond Youth secured a £50,000 loan from an institutional social investor

while the match-funding provided an initial hook
to engage investors. The social entrepreneurs were
able to show they had been vetted, approved and
selected by the BVC programme. They could also say
that if an investor backed them then BVC could offer
match-funding, which enabled conversations to start
between social entrepreneurs and investors that may
not have otherwise happened.

“If we didn’t have the programme and the support around
us, they [investors] wouldn’t be as interested; they’d
consider us high-risk. If you ring somebody up and say
‘we’re looking for some investment, and by the way we can
match it’, you’re in a completely different position right
from the word go. It’s a really great position to be in.”
BVC social entrepreneur
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4.	THE INVESTOR-INVESTEE RELATIONSHIP
One of the aims of this research was to explore the ongoing relationship between
investors and social entrepreneurs. This was to gain an insight into how well they
work together, what support investors continue to offer, and how comfortable social
entrepreneurs feel with the process.

4.1.

The investor perspective

4.2.

All investors involved in this research
went beyond providing capital. Several
investors had developed close working
relationships with their investees
and a keen interest in the day-to-day
development of the business. At the
very least, the investors we interviewed
intended to meet investees once per
quarter.
All investors also offered ongoing advice
and were contributing their experience
to try and ensure that mistakes were
avoided, for example by identifying
skills gaps in social ventures’ boards and
monitoring cash flow. Most investors
said they were available whenever the
social entrepreneurs needed a second
opinion, and had been engaging the
entrepreneurs in their networks, making
introductions where beneficial. Some
angel investors have become board
members and one has become the
Managing Director of the business.
Another is managing the operational side
of the business whilst the entrepreneur
focused on the ‘social’ element.
Investors commented on the social
entrepreneurs’ honesty and transparency
and their willingness to accept direction
and advice. Several investors mentioned
how much they enjoyed working with the
social entrepreneur.

The investee perspective

Some social entrepreneurs had
negotiated very confidently with
investors. One, for example, described
how he negotiated with three different
investors, all with differing motivations.
Another had successfully re-negotiated
to keep investors on board when the
BVC match-funding offer fell from
£150,000 to £50,000. This said, all of the
social entrepreneurs interviewed stressed
how difficult the process of gaining
investment is, especially the initial stages
of pitching to investors.

“The investment stuff was definitely the
most challenging part of the entire process
of setting up this company. Dealing with the
sheer amount of time, energy and emotion
that it sucked up was probably the most
significant challenge I had.” BVC social entrepreneur
Social entrepreneurs’ opinions on their
ongoing relationships with investors
were mixed. Some had gained a great
deal from the advice and support
offered and appeared confident when
dealing with investors. These individuals
tended to have previous experience
in a commercial environment or were
particularly financially literate. On the
other hand, a small number of social
entrepreneurs reported finding it difficult
to manage the relationship once the
investor had become more involved in
the everyday working of the business,
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and felt that the social impact was not as appreciated
as hoped.

Neil Basil and his venture Patient Choice received
a loan of £50,000 from an angel investor

“It became unclear whether this was genuinely about
social impact or whether this was about business and
making money... One minute its all about the people, the
next minute it’s about turning your organisation into a
multimillion-pound business. I found that very difficult. I
sometimes got the feeling that it didn’t matter how good
my social impact was.” BVC social entrepreneur
The research also highlighted the value of BVC in
supporting social entrepreneurs and investors to
develop a productive relationship.

“The support of [the UnLtd Award Manager] has been
a really important part of it for me...now I’ve got an
environment where I can understand the investment
process a lot better. You are trained up to understand how
they’re thinking, what they’re looking for, how you fit in to
that, how to approach them – I’d never had that tuition
before.” BVC social entrepreneur
However, some social entrepreneurs who had not
yet secured investment came across as reluctant to
engage with investors due to negative experiences
prior to BVC. These included, for example,
feeling pressured to accept terms that they were
uncomfortable with, resulting in a distrust of
financially motivated investors.

“If you put a business person with a social entrepreneur,
that business person has no understanding of what it is to
even dream of delivering social impact. You need mentors
that know what it’s like to deliver those sorts of services,
not people who have generated their wealth down a purely
business route.” BVC social entrepreneur
These discussions highlighted that the negotiation
stage of the relationship with investors has often been
difficult for social entrepreneurs – perhaps more so
outside of programmes such as BVC.
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5. 	AFTER THE DEAL:
HOOKED ON SOCIAL INVESTMENT?
The Big Venture Challenge successfully attracted finance for social ventures
from investors outside the social investment space. As such, the process
offers important lessons for the future. Although BVC encouraged new angel
investors to get involved in several social ventures, it is too early to tell whether
this will generate a long-term commitment to social investment among these
investors. While the programme has demonstrated that there are social
ventures that are investment-ready, most of the angel investors interviewed
stressed that they would assess future investment opportunities on a case-bycase basis, from a finance first perspective, irrespective of social impact. Some
said that their future engagement with social investment would depend on the
success of the BVC social venture in which they had invested. This highlights
the need for a larger pipeline of high quality social ventures and additional
case study material to showcase successful investments by angels.
Only two of the angel investors we interviewed referred to a particular
passion for tackling a social issue. Even these investors said they would not
seek investment opportunities solely based on this interest, with industry
preferences (such as an interest in a specific sector) taking priority.
Nevertheless, there was some evidence of interest in finding out more about
social investment. Several of the angel investors interviewed asked where they
could find out about social investment opportunities in the future and felt that
more investors should be made aware of them. They were also interested to
hear that angel networks had been developed that exclusively invest in social
ventures, suggesting a willingness amongst investors to engage with
this space.

Mohammad Al-Ubaydli and Patients Know Best attracted
£53,091 in equity from three angel investors
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6.	CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Big Venture Challenge was specifically designed
as a learning opportunity to try and attract new
investors to get involved in social investment, in an
attempt to increase the availability of early-stage,
high-risk growth capital for social ventures. In less
than a year, the programme successfully drew in 12
angel investors who had never previously made social
investments. Investments were made in the range
of £50,000 to £150,000, which is encouraging since
there is considerable evidence that there is a gap
in finance of this size available to social ventures.
Following the findings summarised below, some key
recommendations are highlighted.

6.1.

Adopt a commercial approach

The angel investors interviewed expressed a clear
requirement for competitive financial returns,
regardless of the social return being generated. These
particular investors were not prepared to accept
‘blended’ returns. They expressed no particular
commitment to engaging in specific social impact
due diligence, with social impact viewed as an
intangible bonus once all other criteria had been
met. The social ventures in this sample were able to
present competitive propositions when assessed in
the same way as purely financial investments, due to
their ability to meet investors’ commercial criteria.
Investors were willing to overlook some weaknesses
in certain areas if this was compensated for by
recruiting experienced and skilled senior staff.

Recommendation
It is early days and the BVC co-investment deals
represent a body of evidence that can be monitored
over time. At this stage, it is recommended that social
entrepreneurs should feel able to use mainstream
investment networks and lead with commercial
language and financial information.
It may simply be that more time, evidence and
awareness-raising is needed in order for angel
investors to start viewing social investment as an
independent form of wealth deployment, assessed
on separate criteria where social returns are valued
alongside financial returns. Ensuring that social
investment opportunities are communicated
successfully is therefore essential for engaging
individuals who can provide the type of highrisk, early-stage finance that innovative social
entrepreneurs require.
This could be done primarily through informal
channels such as marketing materials, the media,
events attended by angel investors, or by actively
engaging investors in communicating the notion of
social investment within their own networks. Partners
in the sector should collaborate to give consistent
messaging to the different audiences involved in
developing the social investment marketplace.

6.2.

Mitigate risk for pioneer investors

For these ventures, therefore, it may not be necessary
to have a separate asset class for social investment although there are clearly cases where this could be
an advantage.

All investors suggested that, despite the social
ventures presenting competitive propositions and
being no riskier than their mainstream counterparts,
they would not have invested outside of BVC because
the ventures were at such an early-stage.

Our findings suggest that the majority of angel
investors in this sample are unlikely to explicitly seek
social investments any time soon. This implies that to
attract equity investment from this type of investor,
social ventures need to be as financially competitive
as purely commercial ventures.

This begs the question of whether investors were only
attracted because returns would be artificially inflated
as a result of the BVC match financexviii. The research
does not support this conclusion, as most investors
expected returns in the long-term rather than seeking
short-term gains and did not anticipate that the
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match grants would flow through to
them in the guise of inflated returns. The
investors wanted the match grants to
capitalise the early-stage businesses. The
investors also placed high value on the
non-financial support provided by the
programme. While the match-funding
was important, it was the combination of
three key elements of BVC that mitigated
early-stage risk:
•

The filter gave a ‘stamp of approval’
and provided investors with the
confidence to invest

•

Match-funding gave the ventures
more working capital, meaning
they could grow more quickly. This
motivated several angels to invest in
businesses that they would normally
deem too early-stage

•

Non-financial support from UnLtd
continued to de-risk the propositions
by helping social entrepreneurs
to develop and implement robust
business plans

Indeed, the majority of investors said
they would have invested even if the
financial support was a first-loss loan
or repayable grant, as long as the nonfinancial support and due diligence
aspect remained. BVC gave investors
the confidence to invest in promising
businesses that needed an initial chance
to prove their potential.
Recommendation
Risk mitigation such as that provided
through Big Venture Challenge is likely to
be needed in the immediate future until
a sufficient pipeline of new investment

opportunities is built and/or case studies
are widely disseminated.
In terms of specific interventions,
match-funding is clearly important,
but the research suggests that this
need not necessarily be in the form
of pure grants. Support organisations
and social investment intermediaries
might look to offer repayable grants or
first-loss loans as match finance. These
could prove more sustainable whilst
reducing possible distortions associated
with offering pure grants. While the
investors interviewed were supportive
of these alternatives, agencies should
also note the value of non-financial
support plus the ‘stamp of approval’ of
an experienced body in mitigating earlystage risk.

6.3.

Apply tax breaks to
investment in social
ventures

Tax breaks such as the Enterprise
Investment Scheme (EIS) can increase
the attractiveness of high-risk
investments in early-stage ventures. In
principle, this applies equally to equity
investments in social ventures as it does
to mainstream start-ups. But to date, tax
breaks for investors have seldom been
applied in the social sector.
The Big Venture Challenge suggests
that tax breaks have a role to play in
stimulating social investment, with
two BVC ventures offering tax relief
to their investors through EIS and one
angel investor acknowledging it as an
important incentive.
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Recommendation
Further investigation is required to establish whether
this attitude is widely held among investors. If access
to EIS or other tax breaks does prove to be a deciding
factor for angel investors, it is critical that social
entrepreneurs seeking equity investment understand
whether their ventures are eligible and what they
need to do to take advantage of such schemes.
Beyond this, it would be helpful to consider how
existing tax breaks could be extended to investment
in social ventures for which EIS and other schemes
are currently out of reach. This would help to level
the playing field for social ventures in comparison
with conventional enterprises. The next step would
be to explore how tax incentives could be used more
proactively to favour social investments over purely
commercial alternatives.

6.4.

Preserve social mission
post-investment

Despite early-stage investors’ preference for equity,
social entrepreneurs are still in some cases hesitant
to accept such investment. Some perceive a risk
of transferral of ownership and control, potentially
compromising their social mission. Nonetheless,
several of those listed as Companies Limited by
Shares were able to overcome these concerns,
allowing them to raise equity investment successfully.

investment market is to develop and the sector is
to embrace angel investors and equity investment.
Social entrepreneurs may require support in the
negotiation stages with angel investors to ensure their
concerns about loss of control and dilution of social
impact are addressed. Further work is needed to help
social entrepreneurs choosing this route to safeguard
their social mission, including providing advice on
structuring ventures to ‘lock in’ the social purpose
without compromising investor returns.
More could be done to help investors to advise
and relate to socially motivated entrepreneurs.
Programmes could provide investors with space
to learn more about measuring social return and
the degree to which social ventures have impacted
society, perhaps through case study materials or
introductory events. This may help overcome some
of the tensions highlighted in the investor-investee
relationship. It may also see social entrepreneurs
becoming more comfortable with approaching
‘mainstream’ angel investors who can offer the capital
they require.

Most investors had developed close working
relationships with investees and were heavily involved
in the businesses. Investors were willing to contribute
their experience and expertise wherever needed to
ensure the venture was successful. The majority of
entrepreneurs have gained a great deal from this
additional support and valued the strategic input of
the investor.
The fact that some entrepreneurs are reluctant to
relinquish any ownership or control, particularly of
the social mission, must be addressed if the social

Zoe Peden of Insane Logic attracted £40,000
in equity from a corporate investor
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6.5.

Looking forward

Angel investors present one option
for attracting early-stage investment
into social ventures. The Big Venture
Challenge seems to have demonstrated
that, as long as the sector can present
attractive financial propositions, there
will be a pool of investors willing to
invest high-risk capital in innovative
new entrants to the market. These
investments will provide much needed
evidence and track record for a nascent
market, since few similar deals have
previously taken place. Case studies
based on these deals should be used to
communicate with other new investors.
As such, this programme presents an
important starting point.

The evaluation of the Big Venture
Challenge will continue to examine how
these social ventures compare with
others in the sector through a quasiexperimental evaluation, which will
further uncover the key drivers of, and
barriers to, the scaling-up process. These
issues will be a key focus for UnLtd’s
work in this area going forward.

In light of the findings presented
throughout this paper, further research
is required by UnLtd and others in the
sector about the value of developing
social investment as a separate asset
class for all social ventures, and the
positive and negative long-term impact
of match-funding. Given the varying
attitudes towards equity, it will also be
important to look more deeply into the
role that legal structure plays in securing
investment. Within the Big Venture
Challenge, this will include looking at
how Companies Limited by Guarantee
can raise more high-risk, early-stage
finance, as well as how Companies
Limited by Shares can lock in their social
mission having received commerciallymotivated investment.
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